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Welcome to NUtimes!
NUtec's regular e-newsletter for print professionals and colour enthusiasts.
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Nine years of trouble-free printing thanks to NUtec
Aquamarine water-based dye sublimation ink news
Earth Day 2021: NUtec commits to "Restore our Earth"
Choose Emerald Environment Responsible (ERP) inks
First virtual.drupa: Feedback and theme song
Tech Tips: Humidity Control in Printrooms
Make an impression with NVC-free UV-curable inks

Nine years of trouble-free printing thanks
to NUtec OEM alternative inks

ACOM in Cape Town, South Africa specialises in vehicle wrapping and branding
for cars and vehicle fleets while offering a one-stop branding service including
graphic design, signage installations and promotional goods printing.

Managing Director, Zach Abrahams shares why he chooses NUtec inks for his
printing needs: 

"I purchased my first machine which was a Roland® VP540 in 2008, two years
after starting my current business. By Early 2011, I had purchased another
Roland® machine, a VS640 and was running OEM inks on both until I was
introduced to NUtec compatible ink cartridges in 2012 by Ilisna O'Reilly (current
NUtec Sales Manager) who was then at Falcon SA.

Since then I have not used any other ink in my machines due to NUtec's
cost-effectiveness and exceptional performance. I have still not needed to
replace any heads in my oldest machine, the VP540 which is almost 8
billion strikes past its recommended use and still going strong!

At ACOM (Amalgamated Communications), we wrap and brand on average 36
vehicles a month, amongst other projects we take on and can say with
confidence that NUtec inks give us the best results and after sales support for
our machines, as well as sound advice on any cost saving tip which is
communicated directly to us, the end user.

I strongly recommend NUtec Digital Ink to any print business owner as we have
never had any issues with it in our Roland® machines, two of which have been
in use for almost 10 years on NUtec's inks. One printer was recently converted
to the NUbis Bulk ink system which was a painless process and has been
operating hassle-free to date.

Bravo NUtec! We salute you for supporting the smaller large format
entrepreneur and making it possible to consistently grow our businesses with
your great products, service and technical backup."

Aquamarine fluorescent inks add to
expanding dye sublimation range

NUtec recently announced the addition of fluorescent pink and yellow to our
growing dye sublimation portfolio. This news was communicated around the
world via various industry publications including, among others: TexIntel, Sign
Africa, Ink World Magazine, and Wide Format Impressions.

The Aquamarine AQ10-DST-HC ink is a dye sublimation range developed for
use on Epson® DX4, DX5, DX6, DX7, 5113, PrecisionCore TFP, XP600 &
EPS3200 printheads, and is optimised for transfer printing on coated and
uncoated transfer paper. Recommended applications include activewear,
interior décor textiles, graphic arts and soft signage using substrates with a
minimum 60% polyester content.

NUtec sales and marketing director, Neil Green notes: 

“We are seeing an exponential increase in demand for digital textile printing as
companies look for more sustainable and waste-reducing ways to do business
into the future. The shift from traditional to digital printing in the textile industry
allows for rapid small sample testing, short runs with quick turnaround times
and less stock-piling at warehouses. This is preferred in the fashion and interior
décor industries as it will result in general waste reduction, while time to market
is improved. This trend is encouraging for NUtec as we choose to invest in new
products and innovations for this sector, the latest being our fluorescent
specialty inks offering.” 

Contact sales@nutecdigital.com to find out more. 

Earth Day 2021 theme 
Restore our Earth

Globally the world celebrated Earth Day this year on 22 April with a host of
events, pledges, awareness campaigns and change-making opportunities.

The theme for Earth Day 2021 is " Restore our Earth"  with the hope that 
businesses and individuals alike will pledge to direct all their daily activities to

restoring the earth, constantly being aware that our actions have an
environmental impact that affects all of us through our host, the earth.

To this end, NUtec has been finetuning our environmentally conscious (Eco)
waste management program which is focussed on activities that will contribute
towards NUtec doing its bit to restore the earth. Currently, this program covers
the way we handle, store and dispose of, inter alia, chemicals, packaging, solid
and IT waste. This is just the beginning of many more Eco initiatives to be
developed by NUtec and we encourage every other printing industry participant
to follow suit.

If you're not sure about where to start or what you can do to contribute, please
visit the Earth Day website for toolkits, regionalised events and loads of ideas 
for how you too can make a difference. 

virtual.drupa 2021 feedback & theme song

The first virtual.drupa, which took place from 20 to 23 April 2021, has been
noted as a resounding success with an impressive number of attendees and
positive feedback received from the across the globe.

The virtual event has delivered some astounding final statistics including 212
exhibitors from 35 countries, more than 125 live web sessions and online
demonstrations, with an average of 140 participants per event.

The comprehensive conference programme offered 130 presentations focusing
on key global issues and their impact on the printing industry, delivered by
speakers of the highest calibre.

International visitors from 155 countries made up more than 82% of the total
number and the website logged around 600,000 page views with 45,000 unique
users. These are truly impressive numbers and an indicator of the value that is
placed in drupa and what it offers the global print industry.

Following on tradition, the 2021 drupa fair had its own theme song to remind
participants that as much as there was much learning, researching, networking,
lead generating and the like to be done at drupa, it could still be loads of fun. See
you there in 2024! 
https://virtual.drupa.com/ 

Tech Tips:
Humidity Control in Print Rooms

Humidity is the concentration of water vapor in the air. The concentration can be
expressed as absolute humidity, specific humidity, or relative humidity.  Relative
humidity (RH) is the most common measuring tool in printing environments and
refers to humidity at a specific temperature.  

Ambient humidity and changes in temperature can cause a variety of issues in
most environments and especially when printers are involved. It is therefore
important to be aware that humidity affects printer, media and ink performance
and to adopt ways to ward off potential problems before they occur.

HIGH HUMIDITY

As humidity rises at a constant temperature, so the vapor pressure increases.
High RH and high vapour pressure can reduce the ability of inks to dry
effectively on media. Also, when a printer operates in a humid environment, the
moisture content can distort hydrophilic media, making it warped, wavy, or
curled. This can disrupt the function of the printer and can also cause streaks
and smudging during the printing process, diminishing the print quality. More
importantly, creasing and curling of media can cause permanent damage to
printheads. 

LOW HUMIDITY

At low humidity, fast drying of solvent inks occur. This can lead to nozzles 
drying during printing. High temperature has a similar influence to the drying
rate, but also effects viscosity. If ignored for a long time, and without proper
maintenance this could lead to nozzle blockages and eventually permanent 
nozzle loss.

When humidity is removed from the air surrounding a printer, this can also
cause media to dry out. Dry media may be more prone to static electricity,
which could lead to electrostatic discharge (ESD) causing damage to
electronics and printer parts.

TEMPERATURE

As temperature increases, ink viscosity decreases. NUtec inks are carefully
designed with a specific viscosity to ensure optimum performance. If the
ambient viscosity increases outside of the prescribed operating range, this will
lead to nozzle firing instability. Conversely, if the temperature decreases below
the prescribed operating range, this will lead to nozzle starvation.

Both these conditions could lead to permanent blockages if maintenance is not
done to recover this in a reasonable time period. Also, as the temperature rises,
so the drying rate increases. Temperature is therefore a secondary factor in
drying rate after humidity.

OPTIMAL CONDITIONS

When it comes to heat and humidity, it’s crucial to strike a balance that  protects
the printer, medium and ink and their relative performance.
Printers require a consistent level of humidity so read the manufacturer's
instructions carefully and invest in hygrometers to constantly monitor these
levels. Heating systems, dehumidifiers and air conditioners can remove
humidity from the air; humidifiers and evaporative coolers can add humidity.

Most of the major digital print machine manufacturers insist on humidity
control within the environment to ensure that warranties are honoured
and that print quality is maintained. If temperature and humidity
parameters are outside of this optimal zone, this can jeopardise support
from the manufacturers.

Consult an expert to correctly size and spec your humidity control system as air
flow, size and shape of room, insulating properties of walls, windows, heat from
lights, number of people and many more factors need to be taken into
cosideration when defining your solution.

Whilst a good quality humidifier may appear expensive as an initial outlay, when
you compare this to the cost of replacing your printheads, dried out  nozzles,
damaged media and lost production time, it quickly becomes clear that investing
in one is the safer option.  

Controlling both humidity and temperature is an important consideration for print
service providers (PSPs). Proper humidification levels help alleviate a variety of
issues in the pressroom while contributing to a healthy work environment.

A hygrometer showing relative humidity (RH) in a print room
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